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I. 

PREFACE· 

Since the electrical indu try ha always and 

will always depend almost wholly upon electromagnetic 

phenomena, it seemed desirable to find out something 

more specific and quantitatiTe concerning the laws 

of the magnetic field. Solenoids have been the center 

of interest of many investigators but always in the 

more practical than in the theoretical sense. ith a 

view to expanding the knowledge regarding the magnetic 

circuit, we have carried on eXPeriments with the hope 

that we might reduce to mathematical laws ome ofthe 

phenomena of the magnetic field, or at least to dieoov 

some character! tic behaviors or reaction of that fiel~. 

After some months of investigation, it wa 

determined to select from the enormously large fi ld 

suggested by our subject, the specific problem of the 

investigation of the fields of olenoid , giTing 

particular heed to the variation of reluctanc d 

leakage of the magnetic path, which might be varied 

by bending the solenoid into variou po itions. The 

air path of the magnetic flux may be de to y by 

bending the core into arc with varying radii. That 

there is a defihite relation between the length of 

air gap or the radius of the bent core and the r

ia tion of reluctance of the resulting magnetic 

circuits is a thing to be ascertained by experiment 
• 
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and by reduoi1J8 these relations to po itive 

ioal expressions. 

the t.-

There is, of cour e, the fUndament l nd 

basic equation from which all mathematical ex:pre si 

in the realm of magnetism must spring, namely, 

Total Flux = l.£57 x N "I•r..r.l+ L 

which i the equation for simple m etio circuit. 

A ring,uniformly w~und, obey the 1 a e re ed in 

the above equation. When e leave ideal oa ea, ho -

ever, and consider m netio circuit con 1 ting of 

a combination of iron d of lo?l8 distance ot air, 

then si ple mathematics f 11, aimpl variation tt il, 

and variables of staggering number enter into the 

problem. Small air gap in the gnetio circuit 

have been treated with ti faction by ll8' d 

other , but the effect of long r p th on the 

netic circuit involve con itio th t render he 

problem rather difficult to attao th tio ll • 

The mathe tic involved i b f r the m t oo plex 

in electric engine ring, bee e of th ari

ablee aa well the v ri tiona ong the ri le • 

C.H.Liven , of the Univer ity of Sh ffield in hi 

masterly volume, .The Theory of Electrioit n a, 

after 706 p ea of t he mo t intricate e of th 

ematical discussion of the theory of electricity, 

"Although the present e osition is e eentially a 

mathematical one, much of the purely l tical th -
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matioa usually associated with the subject has been 

omitted.n 

On this particular subject, namely, the 

variation of reluctance and changes in leakage with 

varying positions of the bent core, nothing has been 

said by Ewing, Underhill and others, who seem to have 

been particularly interested in the investigations of 

magnetic nature. The specific problem in hand seem 

to have been outside of the scope of their work, 

since they were unable to surmount the difficulties 

of experimental nature. Because the apparatus at our 

disposal was peculiarly adapted to the task in hand, 

we were enabled to obtain definite data on thi sub

ject. 
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PBEPABATION. 

The investigation of a magnetic field lead 

us finally to examine the variation of reluctance of 

the air path and leakage of the magnetic field of 

oores that were excited by alternating current and 

were bent into positions determined by various defihitc 

radii of circles. The pursuit of the subjectof mag

netism and the examination of what otaers had done 

in that field lead us naturally into the work done by 

that master, Ewing. His scholarly book, "Magnetic Pro

perties of Iron and Other Metals", influenced us at 

first to emulate his method of magnetic inve tigation 

by means of the ballistic galvanometer. This lead us 

into a maze of work consisting of eliminating vibra

tions, calibrating the in trument every day, determin

ing constants,and other details of similar and tediou 

nature. we found that this method was particularly 

useless for our work, because of the fact that every 

time the core was bent into a new position, the perme

ability changed and was hopelessly inoon tant. The 

fact has been pointed out by Ewing that iron change 

its permeability veryconsiderably when it is sub3ected 

to shocks or taps. Becau e of the very nature of 

our problem, we were compelled to lift the coil, move 

it to a different position and take a reading. The 

resu.lt of disturbing the core and forcing it into a 

new position was to change the permeability and mag-
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netic conditions, so that no uniform observations 

could be obtained. 

Another method which we quickly discarded 

was the magnetometric. This method was unsuited to 

investigating closed rings and was, moreover, aub~t 

to the same limitations as was the ballistic method. 

We also abandoned the potentiometer method of measur

ing the alternating voltages of minute amounts be

cause of troubles and inaccuracies due to phase lag 

and wave distortion. 11!.i'ter a bitter month of putter

ing with the galvanometer, which from the very out et 

was entirely inadequate and unsuited to our needs, we 

were encouraged to carry out the investigation by the 

fact that there was in the possession of the Electric ~ 

Engineering Department an electrostatic voltmeter 

capable of measuring as low as one volt and as high 

as seven volts of alternating current. Thie wa the 

very thing ti.at made the pursuit of our problem poss-

ible. 
The Ayrton and ther electrostatic volt

meter, it wa decided, was to be used in our work to 

record voltages in the secondary of an exploring coil 

that enclosed the primary windings of the solenoid • 

The connections used are shown on Plate VI. It wa 

planned to send n alternating current of constant 

value under 110 volt pressure through the winding of 

the solenoid. A secondary coil of a suf'ficient number 

of turns to get a good reading on the electrostatic 
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vol tmeter would be connected in series with the meter. 

AxrY change in reluotanoe or any leakage would then 

be registered by the voltmeter, which, ofcourse, 

changed in proportion to the change in flux or ef

fective lines of force. 

It was our next task to reduce this extreme-

ly sensitive instrument to definiteness of action and 

reliability of indication. Some difficulties were 

encountered which at first seemed to promise nothing 

but tribulations. There was, for example, great 

trouble eKl,lerienced due to the mechanical vibrations 

of the instrument. The proximity of the Corli 

engine in the powerhou e caused a considerable tremb

ling of the instrument. To remedy this, we mounted 

the instrument on iron stakes which were driven direct

ly into the ground. On these stakes we mounted the in

strument a shown on Plate I, figure IV. o turther 

troubles due to mechanical vibrations w •eeJC;Perienced. 

we found, in the second place, t on con-

necting the instrument to a coil which s in turn con

nected inductively to a source of alternating current, 

that the moving element would be etronglyaffected by 

the movement of a person walking across the room at 

some distance from it. The dragging of a machine aero 

the floor directly above would cause the moving element 

to disappear for some thirty second until the accru.mu.

la ted charge could escape. The motion of the shaper 

up~tairs and the running of the Fort Wayne alternator 
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in the laboratory also rendered it inaccur te. The 

instrument, depending as it does, on the electrostatic 

difference of potential between the two vane or 

surfaces, is easily and strongly influenced by the 

slightest electromagnetic disturbance. To eliminate 

the disturbances, we proceeded in a definite manner. 

First, we twisted the leads which were de from 30 

d,c.c. copper wire. Static and electromagnetic di -

turbances were still in evidence, though leas marked. 

It was found that when taking voltage readings there 

was a certain point where the oe.Pacity and induct ce 

of the circuit were in the exact proportion to produce 

resonance, At this point, the moving element ould, 

of course, move violently off scale. ~ter ome tudy 

and consultation, it as found that the insertion of 

a resistance into the circuit would obviate the re

sonance difficulty. A mathematical solution sho ed 

that this hould be a resistance of about megohm 

and one half. A grid was made from Indi ink d 

paper which hen inserted into the circuit eli inated 

the source of annoyance. 

Accumulated c' rged still vitiat d our 

readings . It as quickly found that if a free p ag 

wa afforded over which charges ould leak off, the 

instrument was unaffected except by un ually larg 

distltrbancee such as the sudden starting of a nearby 

induction motor or by the tremendous fieldset up 

by the wireless transmission set. As shown on Pl te I, 

/ 
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we also grounded the case. By means of the connectioll 

shown in Figu.re III on Plate I, we hll no dif:fi cul ty 

from disturbances excepting that of the wireless st -

tion. It was by the latter that we were most constan~

ly annoyed, because the station was frequently operated. 

During laboratory hours, it might be stated, there was 

a destructive variation of voltage that made investi

gation impossible. However, the instrument was made to 

behave beautif'u.lly during certain periods, and when 

conditions were favorable, it rendered ependable and 

faithfU.l service. Calibration curves were made from 

time to time to check the constancy of the meter. 

It remained surprisingly constant, followi.ngexactly 

the curve plotted on Plate II. 
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PROCEDURE. 

The first move, after good working condi

tions had been obtained with the instrument, was to 

make a long core, which will be referred to a core 

#1 which could be considered to be of infinite length 

as far as end demagnetizing effects were concerned. 

A wire was annealed electrically and was cut into 

200 cm. lengths and gathered into a diameter of three 

tenths of an inch or .762 om. This was wound with a 

layer of flat copper wire .01.5" x . c,9 8", making a 

total of 810 turns. Coils of 300 turns of 8 and 

one of ?65 turns of #36 wire were wound so that they 

would fit snugly over the primary core. The drawings 

are shown on Plate III. 

After the solenoid had been connected as 

shown on Plate VI, a magnetization curve was obta:in.ed 

which enabled us to determine Just where the permea

bility suffered the greatest change. Plate IV, data 

table II. Having obtained the point at whichthe iron 

underwent the greatest change of permeability, a piece 

of apparatus was laid out on which the cores could be 

bent with ease and precision. On a standard platform 

were laid out curves of radii varying from infinity 

to 9 cm. The curves were lined ith peg which held 

the core in any desired position. Thi bending plate 

is shown clearly on Plate v. On this plate was placed 

the core in the straight positionm i.e. where the 

tradius equals in.finity. At each radius readings were 
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means of the uneven flux distribution along the 

core when a leakage test was made. Curve on Plate 

VII. The readings were erratic and demonstrated 

that this type of core would not do for the work. 

subsequent work with this core showed that either 

the investigation must be carried on with an air 

core that would be free from these magnetic evils 

or that a core must be built in such a manner that 

no effects due to twist or eddy currents would occur. 

To eliminate eddy currents and twist dL tor-

t ion from the cores was the next problem. With thi 

end in view some electric transformer sheet steel was 

obtained and cut into pieces • .?" x 29 • .5". Eleven of 
the 

these strips were used for the core ofAne solenoid, 

Each strip was separated by an oiled linen cloth. 

When the solenoid #e (descriptions of hich ~ill be 

found on Flate III) was assembled and wound, it as 

found that each lamination was insulated perfectly 

£or 110 volts and that bending could be dohe smoothly 

and without mu.ch friction. A magnetizing curve as 

made and shown on Flate X, data Table VI. That eddy 

currents were missing will be seen from the smoohnees 

of the leakage curve on Flate VIII, curve I, data 

Table IV. 
Now it was possible to get readings of leak

age and of changes of voltage with different bent po 1-

tions of the core. The core was fir t placed in 

straight position with radius equal to infinity, and 
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readings were taken placing the exploring coil at 

various positions along the core, These readings 

gave the flux densities as well as the relative volt

age changes due to variations in reluctance, The 

curve on Plate VIII, curves 12 and 13, data Table 

IV, shows the variation of flux and voltage as the 

core was bent from a straight position to the position0 

of 30 and 12 cm. and to such a position 1tat the air 

gap was . 25" • This flux distribution was also 

examined with a higher density of excitation. The 

curves are shown on Plate IX, data Table v. 
Still another core, known as 3 and shown 

on Plate III, was made up of a single lamination of 

the sheet steel. This core, which was far from being 

free of troubles due to twist and bending, wassomewhat 

of an improvement in th.at respect and was free to a 

large extent from eddy currents. Readings ere taken 

of this core with the exploring coil in the middle of 

radius, of curvature, of amperes, and of electrostat ic 

voltmeter deflections. The curve on Plate XI, data 

Table VII, shows the variation of voltage and flux and 

reluctance with the variation of radiu • Thi core 

gave no distortions in leakage and seemed to be sing

ularly free of eddy current losses. The curve show 

quite distinctly that the reluctance increases quite 

sharply as the core assumes a circular po ition. The 

reluctance increases UP to a radius Of 17.5 om. at 

which point it drops off sharply a.gain. That it doee 
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not a.ssume the same reluctance as it bad at arradiu 

of infinity is due partially to the f ct that there 

is always an air gap no matter how hard the ends are 

presses together and partly to the fact that the treeo 

ca ed by bending lowers the permeability of the iron. 

To calculate the flux density and the re

luctance from readihg of voltage, the following 

formulas and processes were followed. 

- 8 

( 1) E = 4.,44 f N ¢M10 (For sine wave current) 

Where f ; frequency of alternation 

Then 

N "' number of effeoti ve turns in secondary coi •• 

E ·effective volts. 

¢,,.=maximum flux. 

e 
E J( 10 

¢..., = --- and 
.M.F. 

¢~ --

R 

• .F • .47T NP I ,.., 
¢,.,=---- or Reluctance=--~~ 

¢,.., 
R 

.41TN I -" 4,.44 "f'tN5 p M 

1' -
- E ~ 10 8 

• 47TN I 

R 

In all calculations of reluctance, the M •• F. per cm. 

of length, of course~ wa kept constant. In calcul -

ting the total reluctance it we. kept in mind that the 

total reluctance consisted of the reluctance of the 
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external circuit aa well as of the reluctace of the 

internal or core reluctance. 

Thus 

¢ = 1,257 N I 
Ri:. +- Re 

.:: 
~R 

where 
R·~ internal reluctance 
" 

Re " external reluctance 

The current was kept constant and readings 

of current and galvanometer deflectionswwere taken 

simultaneously. A carbon resistor was inserted in 

the circuit and proved to be an excellent mean for 

making the slight adjustments necessary to compensate 

for irregular line voltage. A magnetic-vane ammeter, 

carefully calibrated, was used thruout the experi

mental work, thereby eliminating discrepancies hich 

might accompany changing instruments. 

Since the calculations for flux involve 

the frequency of the line, it was necessary to have 

some accurate mean of determining it. The be t in_ 

strument available for use was a vibr ting reed type 

which indicated variations of ~ cycle per second d 

by interpolation the frequency could be determined 

to within .5~. It as found that the line frequency 

remained remarkably constant, only at one occ ion di~ 

it fall to 59.5 cycles per second and never ent abovv 

60 cycles per second. Thie i to be expected when 

we consider that the Minneapoli General Electric 

company s lines, the source of our current, a.re inter-
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connected to form a tran ission system covering 

the entire state, and that slight variationsin 

frequency would produce enormous surges of current 

in the line. Because of this great con tancy, it 

was found unnecessary to take readings of frequency, 

the only precaution taken was to check it from t ime 

to time. The value 60 cycles per second wa u ed 

in all computations. 

It will be noted that the relation: 
-8 

E -= 4.44x f xN x (/),..," 10 is based on a sine ave 

current. To determine the exact nature of the cur-

rent f\lrnished by the M.G.E. lines, an o cillogra

phic picture was taken in the laboratory by mean of 

a General Electric company three element oscillo

graph. The height of the curve obtained as measured 

and a sine curve ( y = sine x), was plotted on co

ordinate paper at such a scale that its maximum or in

ate was equal to the maximum ordinate of the photo

graphic curve. It w a found that t he curve on the 

film coincided with the calculated curve hen it was 

superimposed on it. This being the ca e, e felt 

justified in using the agove formula ssuming a sine 

wave current. 
To check the conclusion arrived at with 

the iron cores, an air core w s made as shown in 

Figure 4, plate III. Thia core ould obviously be 

entirely £ree from eddy currents, hyetere is losses, 

and bending distortions. some difficulty as exper-
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ienoed in getting an eX}>loring coil of suf:f1.cient 

number of turns to give an appreciable reading on the 

electrostatic voltmeter. This was finally solved by 

placing around the primary a coil of 7270 turns ob

tained from the secondary of a hi gh tension spark 001~. 

A flux distribution curve was made from the 

air core as shown on Plate XII, data Table VIII. The 

distribution, as will be seen, is even and without 

variations, increasing rapidly from a density of 40 

gauss at the ends to a maximum of 90 gauss in the 

center. 
starting with this core 115 om. in length, 

it was desired to examine the variation of reluctance 

with the variation of solenoid length. To do so, the 

windihg and core was cut off to the desired length n~ 

then, keeping the secondary coil in the center, read

ings were taken of the amperes, the deflection of the 

voltmeter, and of the length of the solenoid. From 

these data calculations could be made of reluctance, 

using the formulae given bove. Plate XIII, dat 

Table IX shows the variation of reluctance and flux 

density with a constant magnetomotive force per unit 

length. As will be seen from the curve , the flux 

density an:l the reluctance remain con tant up to 3 

cm. when the reluctance increases s rply and the fl~ 

density drops off. 
on Plate XIV, the total reluctance and re-

luctance per om. are shown. The total reluctance, as 
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will be seen, is a constantly increasing value, in

creasing as the length of the core increases except 

at the vicinity of the origin where it has a bend 

upward, This upward bend is due to the fact that the 

total reluctance consists of two parts, the internal 

and the external, and the internal being constant i 

having added to it the constantly increasing external 

reluctance , The external reluctance increases becaueQ 

of the fact that the area of the path is growing lees 

and less and since the reluctance varies directly as 

the length and as the square of the radius ofthe 

area, although the length is growing less, the area 

is growing less still faster, causing an increase in 

reluctance, 
on Plate XV it will be noticed that the tot ~ 

reluctance is plotted together with a tangent dr wn 

to the total reluctance curve at such a point t t 

the external reluctance can be negl:cted, At such a 

point the reluctance can be considered a due entire

ly to the internal path in the core, since the area o~ 

the external path is infinite. ~e graph of the air 

core reluctance is a straightbline passing thru the 

origin, since the reluctance willvary directl' the 

length, the area being constant. The tot 1 reluctance 

curve together with the air core reluctance curve re 

shovm plotted to 1 ~ge scale to bring out the effeo 

of external reluctance. It will be noticed that the tv• 

tal reluctance curve recedes gradual)y from the air 

core reluctance curve as the latter appro chea the 
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origin, The difference between the ordin tes of these 

two curves gives the reluctance of the external circui~. 

In order to show the relation e:x:ll.eting between 

the external reluctance and length of solenoid these 

differences were found and a curve was plotted,(Pl,17J, 

showing the percent external reluctance for various 

lengths of solenoids. From this curve it will be no

ticed that at a length of 22 ems. or 11 diameters, th~ 

external reluctance is only bout 2 ~ of the tot 1. 

~he data obtained for this curve was subject to in-

ccuraoies because the secondary coil extended too 

near the ends of the solenoid, so that there con-

siderable leakage flux which failed to out all the tui."!18. 

Since the external reluctance increases very r pid.ly 

when~ is small, it was found necessary to design a 
j 

solenoid having large diameter which ould permit 

accurate determinations of the percent external reluct

ance. By increa ing the diameter the total flux increas~d 

a the square and fewer secondary turn were necessary, 

which made a small compact coil possible, A solenoid 

was designed with the following demension : 

Mean diameter -------- 8,6 om • 

Length of winding---- 17.0 ems. 

PrimarY turn -------- 9 turn 14 s.c.c. 

For maximum accuracy the secondary coil had to be de ign 

so that an llow ble current in the primary ould pro

duce a £ull scale deflection on the st tic voltmeter. 
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The number of turns necessary to accomplish this were 

~ was determined as follow ; 
JI:Di 

Area of core equals 4 
- 3J416 x (8,6 ) 8 4 = 5 .1 

Primary turns per cm. li = .§1 = .5. 2.5 turns. 
L 17 

Allowable current equals 12 amperes. 

Then, H =. 4 Tr Nx I :ir: 1.~.57 x 5, 25 x 12: 78,8 gauss, 

~d, $ = HxA. = 7 8, 8 x .58, 1 = 4583 maxwelle. 

~M.~ = 6480 maxwells, 
7i07 

8 
~~= Ex 10 

4,44 x f x N 

8 

8 

or N = :& x 1 
4,44 X f X ¢M 

Then, N :: 7x10 
4-,, 44 x 60 x 6480 

= 406 turn • 

(E =7 volts ) 
( ) 
(f ::- 60 ) 
( ) 

Hence for along solenoi (N) would b 06 ~.irn , 

IIo ever, since the sol noi in que tion w B short, 

L being only 1,98, a correction h d ' to be de be
D fore the true value for the secondary turns could be 

found. The curve on plate XVII ve the necessary dat 

for determining this correction. For ...L... 1,98 , 
D 

the curve shows the external reluctance to be 18,5 ~ 

of the total, Then: 

R. := , 81.5 R 
I.. t 

Since O varies inversely with R d N varies inv r el 

with o , the number of turns required would be: 

409 x 1,23 = 502 turns. 

Asecondary coil containing 5 O turns of 36 

wire was madecto fit snugly over the solenoid, and the 
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primary windi as ma ed at oenti ter 1 te l 0 

that the coil could be couratel loo t d 1 p o 

to the end of the olenoid. A .flux diet ion u 

for the above solenoid is shown on pl te III. 

speotion of thi curve il veal t 

between it and the curve for the lo sol noid o 

on plate XII. 1he flux fall off r pidl from th oen-

ter to the end in tead of gr duall a 1th t lo 

solenoid. 

The length of the olenoid 

ing the turns t interv 1 of o 

v ied 

ing connection t the ioua poi ta alo 

1th the aecond&I7 coil in the o nter of e c 

length ere v ried and readi e 

and current. Pl te X sho th tot 1 r 

plotted from these r ding , o 

tance curve. The lell8th er 

t d g in t percent external r l 

BY combining thi curv 1 h th 

an accur te percent g cur o 

to 8.5 diam t rs, t hioh poin h xt 

become 

in which 
D 

o t negligibl 

i gre t 

H-= ,.4lT'J I 

f o 
L 

ll ord.i y PUI'l'OS • 

.5 t r 

J.fter th in e ti tion o 

ac 

1o 

o n 1 

0 

str ight position had been de, he e f c of n i 

air core solenoid from the t g t po iti 0 

ar-

1 

I ' 

0 

c 0 

• 
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loop wa determined. A oonst t ourren w allo ed 

to flow thru the long air oore solenoid ::I s 1 t w 

bent from the straight po ition to a olo loop. 

Readings of the voltage induoed in a secondary coil t 

the center were taken for the limitihg and 1 te ed

iate positions of the solenoid. Theoretically the 

voltage reading should have Qeore ed slightly for 

large radii and then inoreased until th clo ed loop 

position wa reached, t which point the volt read-

ing hould be a maximum. The difference betwe n the 

reading in the loop and traight po itio ould be 

proportional to the differenoe bet een the total re

luotanoes at the point in q eetion. It ha alre dy 

been pointed out th t this differenc for o oor 1 

exceedingly am l and therefore require ver ccur e 

measurements if oonsistent reading indicative of h 

true nature of the c ea involved r to e o t in d. 

Take a core of enty di eter or in t nee. h 

external reluctanoe of suoh core r present le 

one-tenth per cent of the total relu t ce, hich s 

that the voltage re dings t the t i ght d olo ed 

position will differ by les t one-tenth p r o n • 

such small ch e 1 exoeedingl diffic t to d teot 

especi lly hen there re change due to he ech io ~ 

operation of bending the oore, which r nder co 

conditions impossible. Some of the diffic tie en 

countered in performing such experiment might be 
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mentioned. In the first place, the solenoid mu t 

be constructed in such a manner that it can be read-

ily bent from the straight position to the clo ed 

loop. This particular difficulty can be readily 

overcome by winding the solenoid on a rubber core 

of constant diameter. But here another difficulty 

presents itself, It is necessary that either the 

length of the core remain constant thruout the bend-

ing operation or else some accurate means of deter

mining any change in length must be possible, Now, 

since the turns of wire are in contact ith one anotilc~ 

in the straight position, it means that in bending the 

solenoid to form a torus, the inner circumference mu.st 

be equal to the length of the solenoid, The me n leng~u 

of the core is therefore increased, hich increa e o 

be readily calculated if there has been no oro ding 

together of the turns at the inner circumference of 

the torus, At the exter l circwnference the turn 

must separate since the length has increased, and un

less this separation is bsolutely uniform, th re d

ings will be vitiated. This uniformity i h to ob

tain and great care mu t be exercised in indi.ng the 

core to keep a constant tension on the wire. A sli t 

variation in tension will not only ch e the ep r tio~ 

when the core is bent, but also introduce change in 

the area which fUrther vitiate the results. 'ihen e 

consider that the total theoretical ch e is lea 

than one-tenth per cent for a solenoid ofthe above men-
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tioned dimensions, and that some of the suppo edly 

constant conditions are subject to variation of one 

per cent or more , the difficulty of ecuring con ie

tent readings is apparent , 

· It might be suggested that a solenoid 

with a small...l£... be used, thereby introducing a much 
D 

larger change in reluctance. Suppose we choose a 

solenoid which will give a five percent ch nge in re

luctance from the straight to the clo ed loop posi

tion. Consulting curve B plate .XX, e find in such 

a core that equals 4.5. Now if we ueea diameter 
D 

of say one inch, the length ill be four and one-half 

inches. It would be very difficult to bend such a 

core to form a torus without distorting the inding. 

Furthermore, the ize of the econdary coil would e 

so great as to prohibit the bending of the coil. If 

a diameter of say five inches as used i te d of one 

inch, the secondary coil would require only one enty-

fifth as many turns and this difficulty ould be ov r-

come . It is evident, however, that such solenoid 

could not be constructed on a rubber core ithout in

troducing difficulty in bending. 

With these difficulties in ind, the experi-

ment was carried thru using solenoid -#4-, Pl te III. 

Bebinning with a length of one hundred c ntimeter , 

the core was bent into a closed loop and reading ere 

taken for voltage current and radius of curv ture. he 
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A core similar to No. I, consistihg of a bundle of 

small wires, introduced, it has already been pointed 

out, sufficient eddy currents of a variable nature to 

vitiate the readings materially. .Furthermore, since 

stresses in iron affect greatly its permeability, it 

was necessary to build a core which v1ould be as free 

as possible from tensile and compressive stresses, 

when the core was bent. The construction of core No. 

II was such that it practically eliminated eddy cur

rents and reduced to a small value internal stresses 

in the iron. The bending experiment was performed on 

this core with gratifying results. 

Beginning with a length of seventy centi-

meters, the core was bent from the straight position 

to a closed loop. Readings were obtained for radius 

of curvature, volts induced in secondary coil, and 

current. The core was then cut off and a eimil r et 

of readings was taken, and so on, until the length of 

the core became such as to prevent bending into a loop. 

The complete set of readings is shown in TableXIV and 

the curves plotted therefrom on pl tea XXII an XXIII. 

Referring to Plate XXII , it will be seen ho the re~ 

luctance varies for different lengths and radii. For 

the seventy centimeter length, the reluctance is a 

maximum when the radius is in!inity and increase gr d

ually until a radius of fifteen centimeters is reached, 

at which point it gradually decreases. The curve is 

nearly straight, however, which indicates that practical-
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ly all reluctance exists in the iron core for this 

length. As the length of the core is deorea ed, the 

external reluctance becomes much greater because of 

the rapidly diminishing area, thereby decrea ing the 

flux for the initial or infinity-radius points. Just 

before the closed loop position, the total reluctance 

decreases sharply and tends to approach the value for 

the seventy centimeter core, where the external re

luctance was almost zero. If a perfect meta:W.o con

tact could have been produced in the closed loop posi

tion, the reluctance per centimeDer for all the length 

would have been constant and all the curves ould ter

minate on a horizontal line representing the reluctance 

per centimeter for a perfect magnetic circuit. For 

the ten and fifteen centimeter lengths, bending as 

impossible and readings for oniy the infinity-radiu 

position were possible, They indicate relative fluxes 

set up in the core for this length. 

On plate XXIII, the curves are rever ed, 

since they are plotted in relative flux values inste d 

of reluctances. The curves on plate IV show the 

flux, total reluctance,and reluctance per centimeter 

for iron core solenoid used above s the length 

was varied. To obtain these curves only the readings 

at infinity-radius were taken, The reluctance per 

centimeter is seen to increase gradually until thirty

fi ve centimeters is reached, at which point it incre 

sharply and at five centimeters the reluctance is four 
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times the value at seventy centimeters. This increase 

in reluctance is due to .J.the decreasing area of the 

airpath since the iron reluctance is practic lly con-

stant. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The most practiaal experience gained from 

the investigation was the knowledge acquired con

cerning the nature of the core that must be used in 

the work. It was demonstrated quite strikingly that 

the long bare wire core was utterly useless for the 

work. The twist and strain due to the bending of the 

core causedviolent changes in permeability that rend

ered the results absolutely worthless. The proc e 

of perfecting the core was a slow one. Each core h 

to be assembled carefully, the primary coil had to o~ 

carefUlly and accurately and closely ound and the 

secondary coil had to be built compactly and of just 

the sufficient number of turns to give the greate t 

effect within the range of the voltmeter. Several 

cores were built only to be thrown into the disc d 

after disappointing ex;periments had proved their a:th

le ssne ss. ith the completion of the insulated, oilea 

laminated core and the air core, the eXI>erimentscould 

be carried out with a great degree of atisf ction. 

The adaptation o:f the electrostatic voltmet~"· 

capable of low readings as also the result of c refU! 

investigation and thought. The elimination of mechanic

al vibration and of electrostatic disturbances renderea 

• 
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i t usable. The fact that the potential of the sec

ondary coil could be measured withoutin the least 

affecting or distorting the field was one that fao

ili tated the investigation beyond all mention. 

The progress in core preparation was one 

of importance. The difference between the fi r st 

core #1, and core #2 was highly in evidence, making 

the difference between failure and suceess in the 

investigation. In the investigation of core ' , the 

laminated, oil insulated separation was the solution 

to the problem of eliminating eddy current losses. 

When flux densities were plotted of this core, it 

was found, as will be seen by referring to Pl te 

VIII and IX., that as the bending appro ched the 

closed loop state, the resultant curves approa 

the same straight line condition that a tightly 

welded loop would have. This is as it should be. 

Since a perfectly closed magnetic ring ould sho 

straight line, it was ihteresting to note ho the 

leakage curves that were derived in this case ap

proached this same straight line as the core ap

proached the closed circuit position. The re son 

that the values in Tables IV and V of the data do not 

assume the original value may be ascribed to the f ct 

that there always existed an air gap in the closed 

circuit loop. If the core was welded, without pro

ducing eddy current losses, we could expect to ob

serve the fact that the flux distribution would be 

uniform. 
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From the smoothness and regularity of 

the air core flux distribution curves on Plate III, 

the air core under investigation promised to be 

free from the magnetic evils that attended the iron 

cores. The variation of the reluctance with the 

variation of core length is shown clearly on Plate 

XIII. It is apparent that the reluctance is con

stant up to a core length of thirty centimeters, 

which is a length of fifteen diameter s. That this 

is so is due to the fact that ith cores of long 

lengths practically the entire reluctance is with

in the core itself, since the path of the external 

reluctance has an infinite area. HoV1ever, this im-

portant fact is demonstrated by this investigation 

that as the curve for the total reluc ance ap

proaches the origin, the curve deviates from a straigli~ 

line and becomes bent. Now, the bend is due to the 

added increase of the external reluctance whose path 

has been narrowed and whose resistance ha been there-

by increased. 
The experiment of bending iron core sol

enoids and examining the resultant effect onthe reluct

ance of the circuit is beset with so many diffio tie 

that great accuracy is very difficult to obtain. The 

~resence of hysteresis and eddy currents introduce so 

many complications that the correct interpretation of 

readings and curves is not an easy matter. Furthermore 

the permeability of iron varying s it doe with ohailg-

. 
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ing flux densities renders the simple formul e tor 

simple homogeneous magnetic circuits u eless in ob

taining absolute values, The curves plotted for iron 

core solenoids in this experiment show rel tive values 

onlyexcept in some cases where the exact condition 

were known or where certain factors were constant. 

In the curves for the bending of iron cores, for in t

ance, the hysteresis lose was assumed constant, here

as this was not the case, As the core was bent from t 

straight position to a closed loop . the flux density 

increased at the ends of the coreand since the hyster

esis loss varies with the flux , an error as introduc

ed, The same was true of the eddt current loss, A con

siderable error was introduced in calculating the flux 

in iron core solenoids excited by alternating current 
·• by using the relotion: t£_: .?ff10x4.44,~n becau e the 

flux wave is not purely sinusoidal, ith a constant 

sinusoidal voltage impressed on the solenoid the dev-

iation from a sinusoid in the flux wave ll depend 

on the resistance of the winding, If this ere zero 

pure sinusoidal flux wave would result but ince R is 

always present jhe wave is distorted. If a constant 

current is employed the flux wave will be flat topped 

at high densities and peaked for low densities, Thu 

if the core is well saturated and the above forinul i 

applied, the valves for flux will be too high, 
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These distortions can be minimized by using a very low 

resistance winding on the core and impressing a constant 

voltage on the coil. 

With the air cores the results were highly 

satisfactory because distortions were absent. There 

were no hysteresie or eddy current losses to vitiate 

the readings and the permeability remained constant. It 

was only after a great deal of experimental work had 

been carried on, however, that the best tYJ>e of core and 

winding was arrived at. Further investigation on the 

subject of reluctance of solenoids with a view toward 

developing mathematical relations should, I believe, be 

c rried out with air cores which can be bent into a 

torus. The design of such cores will depend to a large 

extent on whether the investigation is to be made with 

ballisti~ galvanometer or by the use of a static volt

meter with the solenoid excited by al t er nating cur rent. 

The latter is, I believe, by far the bet t er me thod since 

it eliminates a large number of v riable facto r s, sim

plifies calculations, and once adjusted and calibrated, 

it gives consistent and accurate reading • There are 

certain precautions to be taken, however, in using a 

static voltmeter which are necess ry if consistent re

sults are to be obtained. The instrument must be made 

free from static disturbances by grounding the ca e and 

one terminal as shown on plate I. The leads to be in

strument should consist of small wire, ~3 or smaller, 

to prevent vibration, and they should be twisted to 

.... 
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avoid inductive disturbances. A high resistance, 

(one megohm) should be inserted in serieswwith the 

instrument when used on alternating current to pre

vent the occurrence of resonance. The in ertion of 

this resistance does not affect materially the de

flection, but the instrument should be calibrated 

with the resistance in the circuit. The use 0£ a 

mounting similar to that on plate "I" will reduce 

vibrations to a minimum. The use of an air drying 

agent in the case was found unnecessary. The cali

bration of the instrument was checked at intervals 

with the curve on plate II and was found to check 

with great accuracy. The calibration as accomplished 

by connecting a low voltage A.C. voltmeter in parall l 

with static voltmeter and source of voltage. The 

readings of the static voltmeter ere taken 1th the 

A.c. meter continually in the circuit. One of the 

troubles eXl)erienced in using the st tic voltmeter 

was a varying zero reading. It a found advisable 

to check the zero reading frequently. 

To carry out the exPeriment of bending an 

air core solenoid, using a static voltmeter reading 

up to seven volts, the solenoid should be c refU.lly 

designed. In the first place, the diameter mu t be 

great enough so that a compact secondary coil is poss

ible. A diameter of five centimeters is bout right. 

In order that the ampere turns per centimeter of 

length shall be as great as possible, thereby decre 

ing the secondary turns necessary, a ribbon copper wi~ 
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should be used, wound on edge. The use of a ribbon 

wire will greatly facilitate the bending operation and 

will prevent the turns from crowding over one another 

at the inner side of the torus. The wire can be wound 

in a lathe on a wodden form turned to size. 

For a five centiweter core, the length 

should be about twenty-five centimeters or...L.._ should 
D 

be about five. This will give a variation of about 

4,.5 percent in the voltage reading from the straight 

to the closed loop position. After the coil is wound 

it should be slipped off the form and the outside turnw 

on each end should be tied by a cord thru the center of 

the solenoid, so that all the turns are in contact. 

The solenoid may now be bent to form a closed loop 

with an internal circumference equal to the length of 

the winding in the straight position. The cord will 

prevent the length from changing. The secondary coil 

should be wound on a narrow fibre spool which Ju t 

slips over the solenoid. 

The wire used in the primary coil should carry 

about ten amperes continuously. A ribbon, .l" :x .015" 

will answer nicely. Such a ire will allow twenty-five 

turns per centimeter. With ten amperes, equal : 

.4 x rr x 25 x 1 : 314, 2 gauss. 

Using a five centimeter core : 

q> equals H x A equals 

6170 maxwells. 

314,(;. x 1f x 25 
4 eq ale 
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Since the flux wave is sinusoidal, 

cp"": equals 

E equals 4# 44 
11.l'f. ~. 

6170 x 1#413 equals 67 o maxwell. 

x f x N x cp"' x 1 0 

N equals E 
8 8 

x 10 7- 4#44 x f -<lP, = 7 x 1 :-4#44 x 60 .x. 
"' 

8720 equals 301.5 turns, 

For f'ull scale deflection on the static voltmeter, a 

twenty-five centimeter solenoid with the above wind

ing on the primary would require about three hundred 

turns of, say, #36 wire on the secondary. Such a 

solenoid, will, I believe, give excellent results 

if used with the static voltmeter mentioned above. 

With a length of twenty-five centimeters, the volt

age will vary about 4.5 percent and if the length is 

cut to fifteen centimeters, a 9 percent variation 

will result. With this length, the core can easily 

be bent to form a•torus, and since eddy currents and 

hysteresis will be eliminated, highly satisfactory re

sults should be obtained. 

This investigation of iron and air-core ol

enoids proves, I believe, that the u e of altern ting 

current in conJunction with a tatic-voltmeter i 

excellent method of securing data whereby definite 

conclusions can be arrived t. gnetic investi 

tions have hitherto been oaried out almost entirely 

using ballistic galvanometers, and although thi meth

od has its advantages, it is my firm belief th t here 

great accuracy is desired the static voltmeter et o 

is superior, The fact that such an instrument con-
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sumee pr ctic lly no current, and thereby prevent dis

tortions and gives a true indication of the volt e in

duced in an e:r::ploring coil, give it a tremendous ad

vantage over other methods. Two months of experimen

tation with a billietic galvanometer proved t t it s 

entirely unfitted for bending test uailli) iron cores. 

When long iron solenoid e excited ith dir ct cur

rent, it was found that on openilli) the circuit :f'Ully 

ninety percent of the flux failed to collap e, The 

slightest disturbance, however, caused the fl to 

break down in varying amounts. It a necea y, there-

fore to remove 11 residul flux after every eadilli), a 

procedure hich too consider ble time. 

ing current no such precaution ere nece 

ith alte 

in thv 

flux was forced egularly thru a cycle of e • 

In short then, the inve ti tion aho ed t t 

the external reluct ce of long solenoid is pr cticall 

zero bee use of the large are of the retu p h; t 

in ir core solenoid , : should be a le if e 

error in using the relation: H = ,4 x rr x x I , 1 

to be less th one percent; that error in ~ oing d 

diameter of turn hould be o refU.lly ded i t; 

that resistance in the circuit distort the v 

of iron core solenoids, c u ing it to be 1 t-topp d 

£or high den itie and pe ed for lo d naitie ; 

by the u e of simple formulae for th gnetio cir 

only verage value can be courately determined en 

there is iron in the circuit; t the perme ilit of 

iron varies between ide limits hen subjected to ten-



sile and compre sive stresses; that eddy currents in 

laminated core cause irregu.l rities in the flux di -

tribution unless good insulation letween laminations 

is provided; that the flux in long iron oore solenoid 

fails to collapse when the oirouit is opened; but bre 

down when the core ie disturbed; that the reluctance of 

long solenoids with iron cores inore see hen the core 

is bent and regains its former v lue hen a clo ed loop 

is formed with perfect met llio cont ct; that the alter

nating current , in con~unotion with static voltmeter, 

is a better method for the investigation of the magnet

ic fields of iron core solenoids than the b llistio gal

vanometer method, if precautions re taken to Toid st -

tic and inductive disturbances • .Fu.rther,the inve ti 

tion showed the numerou difficulties hioh pre ent 

themselves in problem of re earch, and tha pproxi

mate results are readily obt ined; but hen accur oie 

of one-tenth percent or lee e attempted, the diffi-

culties encountered are so gre t that extreme care mu t 

be exeroi1ed, and f'ull and oomplet kno led&e ot th 

f ctors and v riations which tend to vitiate the re d

ings must be had,if consistent and reliable result 

are to be obtained. 
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